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The external-field QCD Sum Rules method is used to evaluate the coupling constants of the 
light-isoscalar scalar meson (“a ” or e) to the A, £ , and H baryons. It is shown that these coupling 
constants as calculated from QCD Sum Rules are consistent with SU (3)-flavor relations, which 
leads to a determination of the F/ (F +  D) ratio of the scalar octet assuming ideal mixing: we find 
a s =  F / ( F  +  D) =  0.55. The coupling constants with SU (3) breaking effects are also discussed.
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I. IN T R O D U C T IO N
H adronic in teractions are in principle explained by quantum  chrom odynam ics (QCD). Such a first-principles de­
scription of the hadron-hadron interaction, however, is highly com plicated, particu larly  a t low energy, where QCD is a 
nonperturbative theory. In practice, therefore, effective hadronic Lagrangians are often used. The coupling constants 
a t the  hadronic vertices are then  am ong the m ost fundam ental quantities th a t should be com puted from QCD.
There is a long history  of successful approaches of describing the tw o-baryon in teraction using meson-exchange 
potentials. The values of the  m eson-baryon coupling constants have been em pirically determ ined so as to  reproduce 
the nucleon-nucleon (NN) [1, 2], hyperon-nucleon (YN) [3, 4, 5] and hyperon-hyperon (YY) in teractions in term s of 
e.g. one-boson exchange (OBE) models. The scalar mesons play significant roles in such phenomenological potential 
models. In early  O BE models for the NN interaction the exchange of an isoscalar-scalar “a ” meson w ith a mass 
of about 500 MeV was needed to  ob tain  enough m edium -range a ttrac tio n  and a sufficiently strong spin-orbit force. 
I t was only la ter understood  th a t the exchange of a broad  isoscalar-scalar meson, the  e(760) [6, 7], sim ulates the 
exchange of such a low-mass “a ” [8].
Existence of the “a ” meson is expected also from chiral sym m etry of QCD. The a  meson appears as a chiral partner 
of the Nam bu-G oldstone boson, n, and thus plays the role of the “Higgs boson” in chiral sym m etry breaking. Recent 
analyses of n  — n  scattering  have revealed a broad  resonance a t the mass around 600 MeV, called fo(600) by the 
Particle D ata  G roup [9], which is considered to  play the role of e(760) in the boson exchange poten tia l of the baryonic 
interactions.
In term s of O BE models for tw o-baryon interactions, the dom inant contribution  to  AA interaction  comes from the 
scalar e(760) meson exchange [10, 11]. The recent identification of AaH e and  the m easurem ent of the  AA pair suggest 
th a t the  binding energy of AA (A B aa  — 1-0 MeV) is considerably smaller th an  the binding energy of N N  [12]. This 
is in con trast to  the  outcom e of the earlier m easurem ent which is A B aa — 4.7 MeV [13]. This issue has also been 
exam ined w ithin the framework of Nijmegen OBE poten tia l model D (NHC-D) [14]. In th is model, the  pseudoscalar 
octet n, n, n ', K , the vector octet p, 4>, w, K * and the scalar singlet e are the  exchanged mesons and the  coupling
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2constants are fitted  to  d a ta  while o ther physical properties of the particles are taken from experim ent. The estim ated 
value of A B aa in this model implies a ra th e r strong a ttrac tive  AA. However, in the  Nijmegen soft-core (NSC) potential 
models [4, 5], where there  is a scalar nonet instead of a scalar singlet, we have much weaker a ttrac tive  potentials th an  
in the  case of NHC-D in the AA system s. In th is framework, since the  scalar e(760) exchange plays the m ost crucial 
role in AA interactions, it is necessary to  determ ine the  AAe coupling constant in a model independent way in order 
to  understand  the role of e exchange in the strangeness S  =  —2 sector.
The s tructu re  and even the sta tu s  of the  scalar mesons, however, have always been controversial [15, 16]. In the 
quark  model, the  sim plest assum ption for the  struc tu re  of the scalar mesons is the 3P0 qq states. In th is case, the 
scalar mesons m ight form a com plete nonet of dressed qq states, resulting from e.g. the  coupling of the  P-w ave qq 
sta tes to  meson-meson channels [17]. Explicitly, the  un ita ry  singlet and octet states, denoted respectively by ei and 
e8, read
£\ =  (uu +  dd +  s s ) /v /3,
£8 =  (uu +  dd — 2 s s ) / \ / ( i . (1)
The physical sta tes are m ixtures of the  pure S U (3)-flavor states, and are w ritten  as
e =  cos 0s e 1 +  sin 0s eg , 
fo =  — sin ds ei +  cos ds eg - (2)
For ideal mixing holds th a t ta n 0 s =  1 /a/2  or 0S ~  35.3°, and thus one would identify
e(760) =  (uu +  d d ) / \ /2  ,
fo(980) =  —s q . (3)
The iso trip let m em ber of the octet is a ± ’°(980), where
ag(980) =  (uu — d d ) /y /2 .  (4)
An alternative and arguably more n a tu ra l explanation for the masses and decay properties of the lightest scalar 
mesons is to  regard  these as cryptoexotic q2q2 sta tes [18]. In the  M IT bag model, the scalar qq sta tes are predicted 
around 1250 MeV, while the  a ttrac tive  color-m agnetic force results in a low-lying nonet of scalar q2q2 mesons [18, 19]. 
This nonet contains a nearly  degenerate set of I  =  0 and I  = 1  states, which are identified as the f 0(980) and a ± ’°(980) 
a t the Kq K  threshold, where
ag(980) =  (sdsd — su s u ) / \ /2 ,  
/o(980) =  ( s d sd - \ - su su ) /V 2 , (5)
w ith the ideal-mixing angle t a n 0S =  —a/2 or 0S ~  —54.8° in this case. The light isoscalar m em ber of the  nonet is
e(760) =  u d u d . (6)
The nonet is com pleted by the strange m em ber k(880), which like the e(760) is difficult to  detect because it is hidden 
under the  strong signal from the K *(892) [15, 16]. We shall use in th is paper the nom enclature (a± ’0, fo, a, k) for the 
scalar-m eson nonet, where one should identify a  =  e(760).
One way to  make progress w ith the scalar mesons is to  study  the ir role in the various tw o-baryon reactions ( NN,  
YN, YY). O ur aim  in th is paper is to  calculate the AAa, S S a  and  S S a  coupling constants, using the QCD Sum Rules 
(QCDSR) m ethod. The QCDSR m ethod [20] is a powerful tool to  ex trac t qualitative and quantita tive  inform ation 
about hadron  properties [21, 22]. In this framework, one s ta rts  w ith a correlation function, which is constructed  
in term s of hadron in terpolating fields. O n the theoretical side, the correlation function is calculated using the 
O perato r P roduct Expansion (O PE) in the Euclidian region. This correlation function is m atched w ith an Ansatz  
which is in troduced from the hadronic degrees of freedom on the phenomenological side, and this m atching provides a 
determ ination  of the hadronic param eters like baryon masses, m agnetic m om ents, coupling constants of hadrons and 
so on.
There are different approaches in constructing the QCDSR (see e.g. Ref. [22] for a review). One usually s ta rts  
w ith the vacuum -to-vacuum  m atrix  elem ent of the correlation function th a t is constructed  w ith the interpolating 
fields of two baryons and one meson. However, this three-point function m ethod has as a m ajor draw back th a t 
a t low m om entum  transfer the  O P E  fails. Moreover, when the m om entum  of the meson is large, it is plagued by
3problem s w ith higher resonance contam ination [23]. The o ther m ethod th a t is free from the above problem s is the 
external-field m ethod. There are two form ulations th a t can be used to  construct the  external-field sum  rules: In the 
vacuum -to-m eson m ethod, one s ta rts  w ith a vacuum -to-m eson transition  m atrix  element of the  baryon interpolating 
fields, where some other transition  m atrix  elements should be evaluated [21]. (This is also the sta rting  point of the 
light-cone QCDSR m ethod.) In Ref. [24], pion-nucleon coupling constan t was calculated in the  soft meson lim it using 
th is approach. L ater it was pointed out th a t the sum  rule for pion-nucleon coupling in the soft-meson lim it can 
be reduced to  the  sum  rule for the nucleon mass by a chiral ro ta tion  so the coupling was calculated again w ith a 
finite meson m om entum  [25]. These calculations were im proved considering the coupling schemes a t different Dirac 
structu res and beyond the chiral lim it contributions [26, 27, 28]. In this paper, we calculate the baryon-sigm a meson 
coupling constants, using the external field QCDSR m ethod [29]. We evaluate the vacuum  to  vacuum  transition  m atrix  
element of two baryon in terpolating  fields in an external sigma field and construct the  sum  rules. This m ethod has 
been used to  determ ine the m agnetic m om ents of baryons [29, 30, 31, 32], the nucleon axial coupling constant [32, 33], 
the  nucleon sigma term  [34], and baryon isospin m ass splittings [35]. I t has also been shown th a t a t low m om entum  
transfer, this m ethod is very successful in evaluating the hadronic coupling constants. Recently, the  N N a  coupling 
constant, gNNa, was calculated using th is m ethod [36]. I t has also been applied, previously, to  the  calculations of the 
strong and weak p arity  violating pion-nucleon coupling constants [37, 38, 39] and the coupling constants of the vector 
mesons p and w to  the  nucleon [40].
In the S U (3) flavor sym m etric one can classify the m eson-baryon coupling constants in term s of two param eters, 
the N N a 0 coupling constant, gNNao and the F / ( F  +  D) ra tio  of the  scalar octet, a s [41]:
gNNao
gHHes
gSSao
gT,NK
Considering the m ixing between the singlet and the octet m em bers of the  scalar nonet, one obtains for gBBa and
gBBfo ,
gBBa =  cos Osgi +  sin dsgBBes ,
gBBfo =  — sin dsgi +  cos OsgBBss , (8)
where g1 =  gBBsi is the  flavor singlet coupling, and Os is the scalar m ixing angle.
We shall first consider the sum  rules in the S U (3) flavor sym m etric lim it to  see if the  predicted values for the  meson 
baryon coupling constants from the sum  rules are consistent w ith the S U (3) relations. We show th a t th is is indeed 
the case which leads to  a determ ination  of the F / ( F  +  D ) ra tio  of the scalar octet. Furtherm ore, keeping track  of 
these coupling constants w ith the S U (3) relations, we ob tain  the values of the o ther scalar m eson-baryon coupling 
constants. For th is purpose, we assume ideal mixing and make the analysis in bo th  qq and q2q2 pictures for the scalar 
mesons. As we move from the S  =  0 to  the S  =  —1 and S  =  —2 sectors, the  flavor S U (3) breaking occurs as a result 
of the  s-quark m ass and  the physical masses of the  baryons and mesons. We also consider the  S U (3) breaking effects 
for the sum  rules to  estim ate the  am ount of breaking, individually for each coupling.
We have organized our paper as follows: in Section II, we present the form ulation of QCDSR w ith an external scalar 
field and construct the sum  rules for the AAa, S S a  and S S a  coupling constants. We give the num erical analysis and 
discuss the results in Section III. Finally, we arrive a t our conclusions in Section IV .
1 2
9 1 9nne8 =  9 (4«s — 1), 9aAes =  — 9 (1 — «s ),  (7)
1 2
S, (1 +  2 a s) , 9t,t,e8 =  ^ 9 ( l  ~  a s ) , 9ssa0 =  g ( 2 a s -  1),
2 1
2 ga-si 9AT,a0 =  9 (1 — a s) ,  9ank =  — 9 (1 +  2 a s ) ,
g (1 — 2«s) -
II. B A R Y O N  SU M  R U LES IN  A N  E X T E R N A L  S IG M A  FIE L D
A. C o n stru c tio n  of th e  Sum  R ules
In the external-field QCDSR m ethod one s ta rts  w ith the correlation function of the baryon interpolating  fields in 
the presence of an external constan t isoscalar-scalar field a , defined by the following:
nB<x (q) =  ^  d4x eiq x ( 0 |T[r/B (x)qB ( 0 ) ] | ^  , (9)
4where r B are the  baryon interpolating fields which are chosen as [21]
r s  =  eabc[(s'TCYv,sbyf5Y^Uc] , (10)
r s  =  eabc[(uTCYMU6)Y5YMSc],
rA =  (2/ 3 ) 1/2eabc[(ulCYMSb)Y5YMdc — (dj CYMSb)Y5YMUc] -
for S, E and A, respectively. Here a, b, c denote the color indices, and T  and C  denote transposition  and charge 
conjugation, respectively. For the  in terpolating  field of each octet baryon, there are two independent local operators, 
b u t the ones in Eq. (10) are the  optim um  choices for the lowest-lying positive p arity  baryons (see e.g. Ref [42] for a 
discussion on negative-parity  baryons in QCDSR).
The external sigma field contributes the correlation function in Eq. (9) in two ways: first, it d irectly  couples the 
quark  field in the baryon current and second, it modifies the  condensates by polarizing the QCD vacuum. In the 
presence of the external scalar field there are no correlators th a t break the Lorentz invariance; however, the  correlators 
already existing in the vacuum  are modified by the external field:
{qq)a =  {qq) +  gqXa (qq), (11)
(gcq& ■ G q )a =  {gcqa ■ Gq) +  gaq Xoa{gcq& ■ Gq) ,
where only the responses linear in the external-field are taken into account. Here, g° is the  quark-a coupling constant 
and x  and x g  are the  susceptibilities corresponding to  quark  and quark-gluon mixed condensates, respectively. In 
Eq. (11), {qq) represents either {uu) or {dd), as we have assum ed th a t {uu) — {dd) and  the responses of the  up and 
the down quarks to  the external isoscalar field are the  same. Note th a t, here we assume ideal mixing in the scalar 
sector, th a t is, we take the sigma meson w ithout a strange-quark  content. Therefore, the sigma meson couples only 
to  the  u- or the  d-quark in the  baryon, where we take ga =  g% and  g°  =  0.
In the Euclidian region, the O P E  of the  product of two in terpolating fields can be w ritten  as follows:
nB<x (q) =  E  C an (q)On , (12)
n
where Cn(q) are the  W ilson coefficients and On are the local operators in term s of quarks and gluons. In order 
to  calculate the W ilson coefficients, we need the quark p ropagator in the presence of the  external sigma field. In 
coordinate space the full quark p ropagator takes the form:
Sq(x) =  S (0)( x ) +  S (a )( x ) , (13)
where,
and
* Sqo)ab =  {0|T[qa (x)qb(0)|0)o (14)
i Sab i \ n n 1 Sab Sabx 2
2 ^  -  +  ^  ~  ~  1 9 2 " ^  '
i Sab m 1 J l \  Sab{g2G 2)
■ ¡ ¡ ¥  “  ) -  29 x c37r2 m qx  ln (—x )
+  ^ ^ ( q q ) £  +  27gx 3 2  (gcqcr ■ G q)x  +  0{c?s , m 2q) ,
i S ia)ab =  {0|T [qa(x)qb(0) |0) (15)
a
gQ a
sab 1
4tt2x 2 32tt2 aWc ^
K b g cG lva » v ln (—x 2) —
Sab {g2G2)
29 x 3n2
ln (— x 2)
i Sab SabX
{qq) +
i Sabx 2 
27 x 32
{gcqa ■ Gq)x
Sabx 2
~192
■Xa(gcqcr ■ Gq) + 0 ( c r 2).
a
BHere, G^u is the gluon tensor and gl  =  4 n a s is the  quark-gluon coupling constan t squared. Note th a t, in the quark  
p ropagator above, we have included the term s th a t are proportional to  the quark masses, m q, since these term s give 
non-negligible contributions to  the final result as far as the  strange quark  m ass is considered.
Using the quark  propagator in Eq. (13), one can com pute the correlation function n B a(q). The Lorentz covariance 
and parity  implies the  following form for n Ba (q):
nB a (q) =  (nBo +  nBo q) +  (nB a +  nB a q)a +  o ( a 2) , (16)
where q =  q^Y^ is the  four m om entum  of the  baryon. Here n B 0 and n B 0 represent the invariant functions in the 
vicinity of the external field, which can be used to  construct the  mass sum  rules for the  relevant baryons, and n B a 
and n B a denote the invariant functions in the  presence of the external field. Using these invariant functions, one 
can derive the sum  rules a t the structures 1 and q. In Ref. [36] it was found th a t the  sum  rule a t the struc tu re  q 
for the N N a  coupling constan t is more stable th an  the o ther sum  rule a t the s truc tu re  1, w ith respect to  variations 
in the Borel mass. M otivated w ith this, we here present only the sum  rules a t the s truc tu re  q and use these for the 
determ ination  of the  coupling constants.
B. A Sum  R ules and  AAa  C oup ling  C o n stan t
We shall first present the sum  rules calculations for AAa  coupling constant in detail and in the next subsection, we 
shall give the sum  rules for S S a  and E E a  couplings. At the  quark  level, we have for A:
2i Z Z Z
0 ) =  — eabcea 6 c T r { S aua (x)yvC[Ssbb (x)]T C y» } y5Y»Sc,c (x)7 vY5 
+ T r { S f  (x)yv C  [SsbbZ (x)]T C y» }Y5Y»Saua' (x )y v Y5 
-Y5Y»SdcZ (x)Yv C  [SsbbZ (x)]T C Y »S aua' (x)y v Y5 
-Y5Y»Saua' (x)YvC [SsbbZ (x)]TC y »S cdc' (x )yvy >) . (17)
Using the quark  propagator in Eq. (13), the  invariant function a t the s truc tu re  q in the presence of the external 
field, n \ a , is calculated as:
n Aa (q) =  g. (2n)4
4 4 m
~^ a q (1 -  ƒ) ln(-<?2) -  ^ 2 X ^ ( 1  +  2ƒ) -  (x +  a%( 1 +  2ƒ)
B 2 2
+  Y ^ m o«g -  g ( 2 ^ s  -  rriq)q2 In( - q 2) -  - \ a q (2m s -  m q) \ n ( - q 2)
1Sq
+ 9q4 (Bms -  3m q) +  S(ms -  m q)ƒ
where we have defined ƒ =  — 1, aq =  —(27t)2 (qq) and (1gcqcr ■ Gq) =  m 2(qq).
In order to  construct the hadronic side, we sa tu ra te  the correlator in E q .(9) w ith A sta tes and write,
TT ,  ^ (0|t7a|A) (A|?7a|0)
n AA q) =  —2-----Ï7T (A fA )q -  M A2 q2 -  M A2
(1S)
(19)
where M a is the  m ass of the A. The m atrix  elem ent of the current nA between the vacuum  and the A sta te  is defined
(GjnA | A) =  Aau (2G)
where Aa is the  overlap am plitude and u is the  Dirac spinor for the A, which is norm alized as v v  =  2Ma- Inserting 
Eq. (20) into Eq. (19) and m aking use of the isoscalar scalar m eson-baryon in teraction Lagrangian density
we ob tain  the hadronic p a rt as:
L =  gAAa uu a
i-V |2 9 + a q +
-  IA aI q2 _  M \  9AAa q2 -  M \
(21)
(22)
G
a
1
1 2aq
6We have also contributions coming from the excitations to  higher A sta tes which are w ritten  as,
q +  M a q +  Ma*
— Ai\Ai\* —----~TP> 9AA*c
q2 -  MA q2 -  MA*
(23)
and the ones coming from the in term ediate sta tes due to  a-A  scattering  i.e. the  continuum contributions. Note th a t 
the term  th a t corresponds to  the excitations to  higher A sta tes also has a pole a t the  A mass, bu t a single pole instead 
of a double one like in Eq. (22). This single pole te rm  is not dam ped after the Borel transform ation  and should be 
included in the calculations. There is another contribution  th a t comes from the  response of the continuum  to  the 
external field, which is given as:
—Aso H s )
s — q2
S(s — so)ds , (24)
where s0 is the  continuum  threshold, A s0 is the  response of the continuum  threshold to  the  external field and b(s) is 
a function th a t is calculated from O PE. W hen A s0 is large, th is te rm  should also be included in the hadronic p a rt
[43].
M atching the O P E  side w ith the hadronic side and applying the Borel transform ation, the sum  rule for AAa  
coupling a t the s truc tu re  q is obtained as:
4 4M 5
— -  M 4 aq (1 -  ƒ) E q H — x  £¿(1 +  2ƒ) L4/ 9 -  —  M 2 to2 aq L -14/27
12
6 ztA t —-  (X +  XG) T |  a2( 1 +  2ƒ) L - 2/ 27 +  - ( 2 m s -  m q) M 6 E * L
2 1 r
+  gX aq (2m s — m q) M 4 E q L ~4/s +  -  (5m s -  3m q) +  8(m s -  m q) f
„ M a - M 2 A 4
- A a — !)aa,  + Ba — + (sA )2 — 4 m s f  aq M 2 L —4/9e(Ml — 4 ) /M 2
(25)
where we have defined AA =  32n4AA and  M  is the  Borel mass. The continuum  contributions are included by the 
factors
EA =  1 -  e - s »/M2 ,
(26)
where sA is the continuum  threshold. In the sum  rule above, we have included the single pole contribution  w ith 
the factors B a. The th ird  term  on the right hand  side (RHS) of Eq. (25) denotes the contribution  th a t is ex­
plained in Eq. (24). Note th a t this te rm  is suppressed by the factor e - ( s °-MA)/M as com pared to  the  single 
pole term . We have incorporated  the effects of the  anom alous dimensions of various operators th rough  the factor 
L  =  ln (M 2/A q CD)/ln(yU,2/A g CD), where ^ is the  renorm alization scale and A q c d  is the  QCD scale param eter.
C. H and  £  Sum  R u les and  SSa  and  ££<r C oup ling  C o n stan ts
One can apply the m ethod explained in the previous subsection for the S S a  and E E a  couplings and derive the 
corresponding sum  rules. Using the interpolating  fields in Eq. (10), we obtain
=  2ieabcea'b'c' T r { S a/  (x)l v C [ S f  (x)]TC 7m}757 (x)7 v75bb'/ mT/ (27)
=  2ieabcea'b'c' T r { S aua ( x ) > C [ S f  (x)]TC 7m}757 » S f  (x)7 v75bb' <\- iT,
a t the quark level for s  and E, respectively. Using the quark p ropagator in Eq. (13), the invariant functions a t the 
s truc tu re  qq are calculated as:
1
n L i ? )  -  9g aq +  aq 1 n (-(? ) (28)
OO
0
2
2
H  .M i/M 2
aq (  e
A
o
a
o
a
2
7tt9 / \ _  <7 1 r m 0 / , \ m 0 2 4x  2 o„ 2 1 / 2\
n S(T(<?) -  ^72 “  WS + X )fTfl4 ^  -  3^2 ^  “  99 lll(' _ '? )> q2 6 q4 q 3 q2
—2m g x  ag ln (—Ç2) +  a g • (29)
The sum  rules are obtained by m atching the O P E  side w ith the hadronic side and applying the Borel transform ation. 
As a result of th is operation, we obtain:
~~6^aq M * i_14/27 -  a9 M4
eM |/M  2
=  —À | ^  5HH(T +  B s —  +  ^  A s f  M 2 L - 4/ 9e(MI - so)/M2 , (30)
9a “ 9a 29Z °
and
a, M2 t-W » -  (xc + X)^«J ¿ - 2/27 + 5 X «2 M2 i 4/* + 2m, M6 e f  f
2
1
M e - M 2 A s?
+ 2  x  m q aq M 4 E f  L i ^  +  ~ m q a2q eMs /M (31)
- A |  ^  ^  +  B S ^  +  ^ [ ( ^ ) 2 -  2 m s( f  +  l ) a q] M 2 ,
9q 9q 29q
for S S a  and E E ct couplings, respectively.
We would like to  note th a t the sum  rule for S S a  coupling constan t a t the struc tu re  q is independent of the 
susceptibilities x  and x g. A nother feature of the sum  rules above is th a t up to  the  dimension we consider, the  term s 
involving the s-quark mass do no t contribute to  the  O P E  side. The contributions th a t come from the  excited baryon 
sta tes and the response of the continuum  threshold are taken  into account by the second and the th ird  term s on the 
right-hand side (RHS) of the sum  rules, respectively.
For the sake of completeness, here we also give the sum  rule for N N a  coupling constant a t the s truc tu re  q [36]:
- M 4 aq E * + A- x  M 2 a 2 L 4/ 9 -  M 2 aq L ~ 14/ 27 -  (x  +  Xg ) ^  «2 £ ~ 2/27
2
+ 2  rriq M 6 E ?  L ~8/ 9 +  2 X m q aq M 4 E 0W L ~ 4/ 9 +  - m q a \j eMN/M2
-X%  ^  9 NNa +  B N ^ + i- f ^ A s Z  M 2 L - 4/9e( ^ - ‘o")/M2 , (32)
„q - q 29qq
which follows from a choice of the in terpolating  field [44]
r N eabc [ua C y Mu b]Y5Y^dc - (33)
Note th a t, in Eq. (32), the N N a  sum  rule in Ref. [36] has been im proved including the quark  mass term s.
Com paring the left-hand sides (LHS) of the sum  rules in Eq. (30), Eq. (31) and Eq. (32) one can derive a basic 
relation between the S S a , E E a  and N N a  coupling constants in the S U (3) lim it, which is
gNNa =  gSsa +  gSSa - (34)
This relation is quite n a tu ra l because for the S S a  coupling only the u-quark  propagator outside of the trace and for 
the E E a  coupling the u-quark  propagators inside the trace involve the term s th a t are proportional to  the external 
field. For the N N a  coupling all the  three quark  propagators involve such term s and this implies th a t in the  S U (3) 
and isospin sym m etric lim it, the  relation in Eq. (34) holds. I t is interesting to  note th a t this relation can also be 
derived from Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) assum ing the ideal mixing for the qq p icture where the N N f 0 coupling vanishes.
III. A N A LY SIS O F T H E  SU M  R U L E S A N D  D ISC U SSIO N
In this section we analyze the sum  rules derived in the  previous section in order to  determ ine the values of the  AAa , 
S S a  and E E a  coupling constants. To proceed to  the num erical analysis, we arrange the RHS of the sum  rules in the
8form
f  ( M 2) =  A b +  B b M 2 +  C B M  2L -4 /9e (MB-sB )/M 2 (35)
and fit the  LHS to  f  ( M 2). Here we have defined
A -  \ 2 M b A b =  —¡7“9BBa
(36)
together w ith
A sA
2g;
° [(so )2 -  4 m s ƒ a g] , (37)
( j i ) 2 
2 <
-As,?
A qEA s0 r/„E\2
2g?
[(s0 ) -  4 m s ( f  + 1 ) a q].
Ca 
Cs 
C s
for AAa , S S a  and E E a  sum  rules, respectively.
For the  vacuum  param eters, we adopt aq =  0-51 ± 0-03 GeV3, and m0 =  0-8 GeV2 [45]. We take the renorm alization 
scale ^ =  0-5 GeV and the QCD scale param eter A q CD = 0 -1  GeV. The value of the  susceptibility x  has been 
calculated in Ref. [36] as x  =  —10 ±  1 GeV - 1 . The value of the susceptibility x G is less certain. Therefore, we 
consider x G to  change in a wider range.
g
A. S calar M eson-B aryon  C oup ling  C o n s tan ts  in th e  SU (3) S y m m etric  L im it
We shall first consider the  sum  rules in the S U (3) flavor sym m etric lim it, where we take mq =  ms  =  0 and f  =  0. In 
th is lim it we also set the physical param eters of all the baryons equal to  the ones of the nucleon; M b =  M n  =  0-94 GeV, 
'Ab =  a n  =  2-1 GeV6 [29], sB =  sN .
In Figs. 1-3 we present the  Borel m ass dependence of the LHS and the RHS of the sum  rules for AAa , E E a  and 
S S a , respectively, for sB =  2-3 and x G =  X =  —10 GeV - 1 . As stressed above, in the S U (3) lim it we choose the 
Borel window 0.8 GeV2 <  M 2 <  1-4 GeV2 which is commonly identified as the fiducial region for the  nucleon mass 
sum  rules [29]. I t is seen from these figures th a t the LHS curves (solid) overlie the RHS curves (dashed). In order to  
estim ate the contributions th a t come from the excited baryon sta tes and the responses of the  continuum  threshold, we 
plot each term  on the RHS individually. We observe th a t the single-pole term s (dotted) give very small contributions 
to  the  sum  rules except to  the  one for S S a  coupling. The responses of the continuum  thresholds (dot-dashed) for all 
the  couplings are quite sizable.
In order to  see the sensitivity of the coupling constants on the continuum  threshold and the susceptibility x , we plot 
in Figs. 4 and 5 the dependence of gAAa/ g <a and gs s a / g <a on x  for three different values of the continuum  thresholds, 
sB =  2-0, 2.3, and 2.5 GeV2, and  taking x  =  Xg . One sees th a t these coupling constan ts change by approxim ately 
10% in the considered region of the susceptibility x . The values of the coupling constants are not very sensitive to  a 
change in the continuum  threshold, which gives an uncertain ty  of approxim ately 7% to  the final values.
Taking into account the uncertainties in x , sB , and  aq, the  predicted values for N N a,  AAa, S S a  and  E E a  coupling 
constants in term s of quark-a  coupling constan t read  1:
gNNa/gaq =  3-9 ±  1-0 , gAAa/gaq =  1-9 ±  0-5 , g s s a /g cq =  0-4 ±  0-1, g s s a / g aq =  3-8 ±  1-0 - (38)
To determ ine the coupling constants, one next has to  assume some value for the quark-a coupling constan t g ^  
A dopting the value gaq =  3-7 as estim ated from the sigma model [46], we obtain
gNNa =  14-4 ±  3-7, gAAa = 7 -0  ±  1-9 , gHHa =  1-5 ±  0-4 , g s sa  =  14-1 ±  3-7 - (39)
1 We refer the reader to Ref. [36] for a detailed analysis of NNa coupling constant in QCDSR.
9TABLE I: The scalar meson-baryon coupling constants in the SU (3) limit where the qq picture for the scalar mesons with the 
ideal mixing is assumed.
M NNM AA M SSM EEM A EM 'LNM A N M
a 14.6 6.2 1.3 13.3
fo 0 -12.0 -18.9 -1 .8
a o 12.0 1.3 13.3 6.2
K -1 .3 -14.7
Note th a t, the  coupling constants in Eq. (39) are defined a t t  =  0, i.e. gBBj =  gBBj(t =  0). As stressed above,
the value of the  susceptibility x g  is less certain  th an  the  value of x. If we let x g  change in a wider range, say
6 G eV -1 <  —x G <  14 GeV - 1 , this brings an additional 15% uncertain ty  to  the values of AAa and E E a  coupling 
constants b u t the  S S a  coupling constant rem ains in tac t because the sum  rule is independent of the  susceptibilities as 
stressed above. In order to  keep consistent w ith the analysis in Ref. [36], here we also have taken A q c d  =  0.1 GeV. 
A change in the  value of this param eter, say an increase to  A q CD =  0.2 GeV, does no t have any considerable effect 
on S S a  coupling constant, bu t the N N a  and E E a  coupling constants are increased by approxim ately 8%, while the 
increase in the  value of AAa coupling constant is by 5%.
O ur next concern is to  investigate the S U (3) relations for the scalar m eson-baryon in teractions and see if the 
coupling constants above as obtained from QCDSR are consistent w ith these relations. The values of three coupling 
constants as determ ined from QCDSR together w ith the first equation in Eq. (8) are sufficient to  determ ine the three 
param eters of flavor S U (3) s truc tu re  of scalar m eson-baryon couplings; nam ely g1, g, and a s . For this purpose, 
we calculate the coupling constants in Eq. (39) w ith the average values of the  param eters; x  =  Xg =  - 1 0  GeV- 1 , 
aq =  0.51 GeV2 and sB =  2.3 GeV2 where we obtain:
gNNj/ gaj =  T ° , gAAj/ gj  =  1.7 , g s s j =  0 3 , g s s j / gj  =  3.6 . (40)
We first assume qq s tru c tu re  w ith the ideal mixing angle 0s ~  35.3°, and use gNNj, g-EE<J and  g ssJ in Eq. (40). The 
F / ( F  +  D) ratio , a s , can directly  be calculated via the relation,
2as
(gssa -  g NN <j) /  (#££<7 “  g NNa) =  Z----■ (41)
1 2 a s
W ith  straightforw ard algebra, the values of the F / ( F  +  D) ratio , and the octet and the singlet couplings for the qq 
picture are determ ined as,
as =  F / ( F  +  D) = 0 .5 5  , g / g j  =  gNNa0/ g Œj =  3.3 , g1/ g j  =  3.2 . (42)
Inserting  a s and  g in to  the  S U (3) relations in Eq. (7) and using the mixing scheme for the singlet and the octet 
couplings as in Eq. (8) w ith the value of g1 in Eq. (42), we observe th a t the coupling constants as determ ined from 
QCDSR in Eq. (40) are consistent w ith the S U (3) relations. This also gives gNNf0 =  0 w ith the second equation in 
Eq. (8), which is justified by the non-strange content of the nucleon and by the ideal m ixing scheme. In Table I we 
give all the  scalar m eson-baryon coupling constants, obtained from these relations, assum ing gjj  =  3.7.
In the case of the q2q2 p icture, we have a quite d istinct ideal mixing scheme for the  scalar mesons from th a t for the 
qq p icture. The ideal mixing angle corresponds to  0s ~  -5 4 .8 °  in th is case. In th is picture, we assume th a t  the u- or 
the d-quark in the baryon couples to  the qq com ponent in the scalar meson bu t not to  the ss  com ponent and the (qq) 
condensates are modified in the  same way. Accordingly, the  s-quark only couples to  the ss  com ponent. Applying the 
same procedure as in the  qq case w ith 0s =  -5 4 .8 ° , we ob tain  the values of F /( F  +  D) ratio , and the octet and the 
singlet couplings for the  q2q2 p icture as:
as =  F / ( F  +  D ) =  0.55 , g / g j  =  gNNa0/ g Œj =  -2 .3  , g1/ g j  =  4.6 . (43)
Inserting these values into the S U (3) relations in Eq. (7), we observe th a t the  scalar m eson-baryon coupling constants 
as found from QCDSR are consistent w ith the S U (3) relations, as in the  qq picture.
In Table II, we present the scalar m eson-baryon coupling constants g1, g8 and a s in the q2q2 picture, assuming 
gjj  =  3.7. Com paring w hat we have found for the scalar m eson-baryon couplings in the two pictures, the  value of the 
F / ( F  +  D) ra tio  rem ains in tact, as apparen t from Eq. (41), however, the values of g and g1 in the two pictures are 
quite different from each other. On the o ther hand, the B B f 0 couplings differ very much w ith regard to  the  structu re  
of the  scalar mesons. In the  q2q2 p icture for the  scalar mesons, in con trary  to  the  qq picture, f 0 strongly couples to  
the  nucleon due to  uu and dd com ponents it has. The strengths of the 1 = 1  couplings in the  two pictures differ by a 
factor of a/ 2 .
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TABLE II: Same as Table I but for the q2q2 picture for the scalar mesons.
M NNM AA M S SM EEM A EM E N M A N M
a 14.6 6.2 1.3 13.3
fo 10.3 16.2 19.7 11.3
a o
lOGO1 -0 .9 9.- -4 .4
K 0.9 10.3
B. S igm a M eson-B aryon  C oupling  C o n stan ts  w ith  SU (3) B reak in g  Effects
Now we tu rn  to  the  effect of S U (3) breaking, where we allow m s =  0.15 GeV and  f  =  -0 .2 , keeping m q =  0. We 
also restore the physical values for the  param eters of baryons [32, 47]:
M a =  1.1 G e V , M |  =  1.3 G eV , M s  =  1.2 G eV , (44)
A | =  3.3 GeV 6 , A | =  4.6 GeV6 , A | =  3.3 GeV6 , 
sA =  3.1 ±  0.3 GeV2 , s |  =  3.6 ±  0.4 GeV2 , s^ =  3.2 ±  0.3 GeV2 .
The corresponding Borel windows are chosen as:
for A , 1.0 GeV2 <  M 2 <  1.4 GeV2 , (45)
for S , 1.5 GeV2 <  M 2 <  1.9 GeV2 , 
for £  , 1.2 GeV2 <  M 2 <  1.6 GeV2 ,
In Figs. 6-8 we present the  Borel m ass dependence of the LHS and the RHS of the sum  rules for AAa, £ £ a  and 
S S a , respectively, w ith the S U (3) breaking effects. We plot each term  on the RHS individually as we did in the 
S U (3) lim it. We observe th a t the  responses of the continuum  thresholds for all the  couplings are quite sizable. The 
contributions of the  single pole term s to  the S S a  and £ £ a  sum  rules are large and opposite in sign to  the th ird  term s 
on the RHS. Therefore the contributions of these two term s tend  to  cancel each other which leads to  a very stable 
sum  rule for these couplings. The contribution  of the  single pole te rm  for the  AAa  coupling is very small.
Taking into account the uncertainties in x , sB, and aq, the predicted values for AAa, S S a  and £ £ a  coupling 
constants in term s of quark -a  coupling constan t w ith the S U (3) breaking effects read:
9AAa/9\ =  2.0 ±  0.5 , g n a/g °  =  0.5 ±  0.1 , /g °  =  5.7 ±  1.4 . (46)
A dopting again the value g'a =  3.7 as estim ated  from the sigma model [46], we obtain
9AAa =  7.4 ±  1.9, g i i a  =  1.9 ±  0 .4 , gSST =  21.1 ±  5 .2 . (47)
A few rem arks are in order now. Com paring the values obtained from the sum  rules in the S U (3) sym m etric 
lim it and the ones beyond the S U (3)-limit, we observe th a t the in troduction  of the  S U (3) breaking effects does not 
change the AAa  coupling constant, while the S S a  and £ £ a  couplings are modified by approxim ately %30 and %50, 
respectively. We also note th a t, the  obtained value of AAa  coupling constan t is small as com pared to  the  N N n  and 
N N a  coupling constants. Since the a  exchange gives the dom inant contribution  in the AA system , th is suggests th a t 
the AA interaction  is weak, in accordance w ith the recent experim ental result.
IV . D ISC U S S IO N  A N D  C O N C L U SIO N S
We have calculated the AAa, S S a  and £ £ a  coupling constants which play significant roles in OBE models of YN 
and YY interactions, employing the external field QCDSR m ethod. The coupling constants can be determ ined in 
term s of quark -a  coupling constan t in th is m ethod. In order to  com pare our results w ith the others in the  literature  
and keep as m odel-independent as possible, we find it useful to  give the ratios of the coupling constants in the S U (3) 
lim it for the average values of the vacuum  param eters,
1 =  o.43, =  0.08, =  0.91. (48)
9nnt  9nnt  9nnt
We observe th a t the  S S a  coupling constant is more th an  one order small as com pared to  N N a  coupling constant. 
The £ £ a  coupling constan t is a t the same order w ith N N a  coupling constan t and twice as large as the AAa  coupling
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constant. We have shown th a t these coupling constants as determ ined from QCDSR satisfy the S U (3) relations which 
lead to  a determ ination of the F / ( F  +  D) ra tio  for the  scalar octet. A lthough the scalar m eson-baryon coupling 
constants depend on the picture assum ed for the s truc tu re  of the  scalar mesons (qq or q2</2), the  F / ( F  +  D ) ra tio  
rem ains in tac t in the two pictures. We would like to  also note th a t the th ird  term s on the RH S’s of the sum  rules 
which represent the  responses of the  continuum  thresholds, affect only the  values of the  individual coupling constants, 
which receive contribution by the same factor. Therefore the ra tios of the  coupling constants and the value of a s 
rem ain unchanged if th is te rm  is om itted.
All the  Nijmegen soft-core OBE poten tia l models have 0s >  30°, which points to  alm ost ideal mixing angles for 
the scalar qq states. Since the ideal mixing angle for the scalar mesons has been assum ed in our QCDSR calculations 
as well, it is convenient to  com pare our results w ith the ones from NSC poten tia l models. O ur result for the  ratio  
9aat / gNNa is half of the value found in Ref. [11], however, it qualitatively  agrees w ith the one from NSC89 [4], 
which is 9aat / gNNa =  0.58. The value we have obtained for the AAa  coupling constant is small as com pared to  
N N a  coupling constan t and this implies th a t AA in teraction is weak, since the sigma exchange gives the dom inant 
contribution to  th is in teraction  in term s of O BE models. The value of the F / ( F  +  D) ratio , which is 0.55 as obtained 
from QCDSR is about half of the  values given in NSCa-f [5], which is F / ( F  +  D) ^  1.1.
In order to  estim ate the  S U (3) breaking in the couplings, we have restored  the physical values of the param eters like 
the strange quark  m ass and the physical baryon masses. We observe th a t the  S U (3) breaking effects do not change 
the AAa  coupling, while the S S a  and £ £ a  couplings are modified largely. I t is also desirable to  derive the  sum  rules 
for the B B f 0 and B B a 0 couplings in order to  estim ate the  S U (3) breaking in these coupling constants.
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M 2 (GeV2)
FIG. 1: The Borel mass dependence of LHS and the fitted RHS of the sum rule for AAa coupling in Eq. (25) for s0 =  2.3 GeV2 
and xg =  X =  -1 0  GeV-1 . We also present the terms on the RHS individually. Note that the LHS curve (solid) overlies the 
RHS curve (dashed).
M 2 (GeV2)
FIG. 2: Same as Fig. 1 but for the sum rule for HHa coupling in Eq. (30).
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M 2 (GeV2)
FIG. 3: Same as Fig. 1 but for the sum rule for £ £ 7  coupling in Eq. (31).
X (GeV-1)
FIG. 4: The dependence of g00a/g aq on the susceptibility x  for three different values of s0 =  2.0, 2.3, and 2.5 GeV2; here we 
take x  =  XG.
X (GeV-1)
FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 4 but for the sum rule for the g s sCT/g aq coupling constant.
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FIG. 6: The Borel mass dependence of LHS and the fitted RHS of the sum rule for AA7  coupling in Eq. (25) with the SU (3) 
breaking effects and for x G =  X =  -1 0  GeV-1 . We also present the terms on the RHS individually. Note that the LHS curve 
(solid) overlies the RHS curve (dashed).
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FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 6 but for the sum rule for HH7  coupling in Eq. (30).
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FIG. 8: Same as Fig. 6 but for the sum rule for £ £ 7  coupling in Eq. (31).
